
Get The Facts Florida Auto Agencies Don’t Want you to know. 

Car insurance is confusing with their policies and factors. What kind of approach do you want? 
How much Liability should you carry? Even after putting everything into consideration and 
deciding to go with a particular policy. You will not understand what goes on with the pricing of 
specific policies. While it's a must for the very driver to get car insurance in Tampa before they 
get on the road, there are facts that Florida auto agencies wouldn't want you as the consumer to 
know. Probably you are asking what these facts are. Read on to understand them better before 
you decide to change or buy auto car insurance. 

Hire an Attorney or Stand to lose your money 

 Insurance agencies or companies try to play you down from hiring an attorney. When you don’t 
have an attorney to represent you on your claims, you have high chances of losing money to the 
insurance. The insurance adjuster representing the insurance will try to talk you out from hiring 
an attorney by saying how expensive it will be and you will get less money. Suppose you agree 
to accept the money offered after an accident without a lawyer. In that case, you will get far less 
money or lose everything compared to if you had legal representation. 

The adjuster is Not Your Friend. 

Insurance adjusters can seem very friendly but don't be tricked by their caring approach. They 
are trying to look for ways to hear you aren't doing badly or you to say, "it was your fault." These 
are tricks to find ways to lower your claims. Remember, these are business people, and they 
are here to make more money, and they don't do that by paying you more. Instead of dealing 
with them, let them negotiate with your lawyer. 

Have a Second Opinion 

Insurance companies have doctors who work for them. These doctors can downplay your 
injuries to ensure you receive lower compensation than you deserve. They can also attribute 
your injuries and pain to the preexisting condition. If you feel like the insurance doctor isn't 
honest, you have the right to seek a second opinion from another doctor. 

Document Everything 

One of the best things to do after you are involved in corrosion is to document everything 
instantly. All your claims need to be backed by evidence. Photos would make a piece of 
extraordinary evidence. Take pictures of the crime scene, your car, your injuries, and any other 
occupant involved. Take pictures of the other driver's seat and car as well. Remember, your 
insurance company may not acknowledge some of your claims if they don't evidence to 
accompany them. 

Compare Different Quotes 

Comparing different quotes from various insurance companies can help you save more than 
you could have ever thought of. When was the last time you reached sections? Take the 
challenge now, and start looking for different areas. You may be surprised by what you find. 
Changing from one insurance company to the other can save you a substantial amount of 
money. 



Rates Keep Changing 

Nothing in the world is constant, and the same goes for insurance. As the world changes, so are 
the insurance rates. If you find yourself in an unfortunate situation where you get a bill, you will 
get offensive points on your insurance. After one year, your points may change, but so is the 
rate. 

Your Level of Education Influences Your Premiums 

Do you know the level of your education is an excellent factor for insurance companies? Well, 
this will get many people off guard. The higher your education status, the fewer premiums you 
pay, and the lower the education level, you pay higher. Probably this is due to statistics that 
reveal that the higher level of education one has, the less they are likely to live in high crime 
areas. Just know the paper you hold will determine your insurance premiums. 

You can Fight Denied Claim. 

Insurance companies are known to deny claims despite legally agreeing to pay you when you 
signed the policy. They will look for anything under the sun to deny and refute your claims. If this 
happens after an accident, you can hire an attorney and sue the company. They may even pay 
more than you had claimed. 

When looking to get car insurance in Tampa, you need to know some facts many people don't 
know, and an insurance agency wouldn't want you to know. Know your rights and understand 
that insurance companies aren't loyal to anyone, so do your due diligence before settling for the 
particular company. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


